
Japanese Teapots
 

Best.-Nr. Name Beschreibung Bild Preis

69017 Yusamashi - to cool
down the water

Very nice Yuzamashi for about 350 ml
water. (This Yuzamashi related to Art.
61015 Japanese teapot.)

68.00 €

61260 Japanese
Masterpiece by
TATUO UMEHARA

A beautiful, stylish pot from Master TATUO
UMEHARA.
The pot holds ca.300ml Water and is
equipped with a ceramic sieve.
The roughened surface can produced here
by a special manufacturing process.  The
tone is mixed with finely grind sand. After
this the pot has been only one time through
the burning process, the special sand will
finally sprinkled and the open pores of tons
took all of these.

175.00 €

69011 Japanese Teapot Classically beautiful teapot, made from
porcellan, suitable for everyday use incl. a
spout strainer. This teapot is good for one
liter of tea.

59.50 €

61320 Gyokuro Kyusu Classic, beautiful Kyusu that has been
glazed on the inside and on the outside. It
can hold about 80ml and is ideal for
travelling or for preparing Gyokuro. It is
12cm wide and approx. 5cm high.

79.00 €

61321 Gyokuro Kyusu Elegant, beautiful Kyusu that has been
glazed on the inside  and on the outside. It
can hold about 80ml and is ideal for
travelling or for preparing Gyokuro. It is
12cm wide and approx. 5cm high.

69.00 €

69015 Japanese Teapot Classically beautiful teapot, made from
porcellan, suitable for everyday use, incl. a
spout strainer. This teapot is good for 0,6
liter of tea. The handle is made from rattan.

79.50 €

 61021 Japanese one-hand
jug -Daito-

After the pottery of the individual
components, the yokode Kysu is lavishly
decorated with a special needle, so that at
the end a harmonious relief pattern adorns
the teapot. The capacity of the jug is
approx. 300 ml.

98.00 €

69018 Japanese teapot A classic porcelain jug with a bamboo
handle. It has a capacity of 0.6 L and is

69.00 €
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equipped with a metal sieve.

64006 Tea service Japanese porcelain pot 400ml, 5 cups 82.00 €

69019 Japanese teapot The jug is made of light clay and has a
ceramic strainer in front of the pouring
spout. The jug has a capacity of 0.55 l.

120.00 €

61015 Japanese Tokoname
Teapot

This traditional teapot can hold about 250ml
and comes equipped with a ceramic
strainer.

150.00 €

69014 Yusamashi (cooling
pitcher)

Yusamashi (cooling pitcher) with a hand-
painted floral pattern for about 350ml of
water. Premium quality. This Yuzamashi
matches Art. 61019 Japanese teapot.

68.00 €

69020 Teapot from Japan The jug is made of dark brown clay and has
a ceramic strainer in front of the pouring
spout.

115.00 €

61020 Japanese Tokoname
Teapot

A magnificent, traditional teapot. It can hold
about 290ml and comes equipped with a
ceramic strainer.

175.00 €

69021 Teapot from Japan The jug is made of dark brown clay with a
floral pattern and has a ceramic strainer in
front of the spout. The jug has a capacity of
250 ml.

120.00 €

69016 Yusamashi (cooling
pitcher)

Yusamashi (cooling pitcher) for approx
300ml water (big), 200ml (small). Premium
quality.

Yusamashi
200ml

29.50 €

Yusamashi
300ml

39.50 €
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61508 Japanese Teapot for
LEFT - HANDER

Very nice everyday pot for left-handed
person.The pot is equipped with a clay
sieve. It has a capacity about 250ml.

115.00 €

69004 Japanese Glass
Teapot

This Japanese teapot is perfect for a one-
person households, the workplace or for
catering businesses. It can hold about
450ml and comes with a
well-proportioned strainer.

19.50 €

61501 Japanese Tokoname
Teapot

Very nice pot made of clay with glaze and a
ceramic strainer. The capacity of the pot is
approx. 380ml.

118.00 €

69009 Japanese Teapot A classic porcelain pot with bamboo handle.
It has a capacity of 0.6 L and is equipped
with a metal sieve.

69.00 €

61504 Japanese Teapot
from Tokoname

A beautiful hand made teapot which was
fired with a very high temperature. It can
hold around 260ml and with a ceramic
strainer

175.00 €

64005 Tea service with
basket

The tea service includes a jug, five cups
and coasters made of fabric. Everything is
stowed in a basket.
The cups all have a different color, but are
similar in style, so that the cups complement
each other in colors and create a
harmonious picture on the table. The
coasters are all black.
The jug has a metal strainer inside, which is
removable.
The cups are 5.8 cm high and have a
diameter of 8.5 cm.
The capacity of the jug is 230 ml.
The set will be shipped in a box.

98.00 €

61311 Japanese Teapot -
made from ARITA
porcellain

A wonderful classic teapot with a beautiful
surface, has a capacity of 250ml and is
equipped with a stainless steel strainer.
This realy beautiful teapot is perfect for any
kind of green tea.

95.00 €

61509 Japanese Tokoname
Teapot

The traditionally crafted pot is a real classic.
It has a ceramic strainer and a capacity of
approx. 290ml.

128.00 €
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